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Effect of Pesticides on Nervous System or Neural Health 
Shama Chavan1, Meena Mehta2 

ABSTRACT 
Pesticides will be utilized to manage pests that are important to agriculture and health care, and they will continue to be necessary for the 
future related to food security and prevention and control Pesticides are unlikely to be phased out in the foreseeable future. but they should 
be handled with prudence.. The majority of pesticides are hazardous to humans and can cause seriouS health problems which lead to death-
During chemical spraying. skin contact accounts for about all ofthe body exposure. Contamination, such as for localfarmers in open vegetable 
fanning or pesticide industry employees. may result in direct exposure. Indirect exposure can ocrur through dietary goods such as ~ood and 
drinking water, as well as the usage of repellents in homes. Some neurotoxic effects ate immediately apparent, while others might ~ke 
months or even years to appear. A variety of variables, including the toxin's characteristics and the dosage a person, is~ to, ~eterrmne 
the consequences of neurotoxicity. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Intermediate syndrome. Parkinson's disease. and Alzheimer's disease are 
diseases that highly damage the mental health and the neural health of a person.. This review is mainly focused on types of pesticides, route 
of pesticide entry in body, their effect on human health, and how these pesticides induce neural diseases. 
Keywwds: Pesticides, Neurotoxicity, Alzheimer, Parkinson, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. Intermediate syndrome 
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IN TRODUCTION  
Pesticides are a broad and varied chemical family. Fungus, insects, 
rodents, and weeds are all killed and eradicated using these 
pesticides. Fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, molluscicides, 
nematicides, rodenticides, and plant growth regulators are some 
of the examples of pesticides [Rgure 1 J.111 

Maximum pesticides have the main site of action in the 
neurological and endocrine systems, making them potentially 
hazardous to humans with substantial direct and indirect health 
consequences. Pesticides are directly or indirectly ingested 
by humans. Ingestion of tainted food and water, as well as 
absorption of pesticide droplets from the drift, are all examples 
of direct exposure in agriculture, public health, and livestock, 
as well as fumigation. Due to their physical constitution. 
temperament, and physiology, children are more sensitive to 
pesticides than adults, and even modest amounts of exposure 
during the early stages of development can create health 
problems. These pesticides can also cause neurotoxicity which 
damages the several function of the nervous system and cause 
neural disease. 

According to existentialist philosophy, the nervous system is 
a complex component of an organism that governs its activities 
and sensory information by conveying impulses throughout the 
body. The central nervous system (CNS) is a marvel of intricate 
biomolecular connections that keep life moving and maintain 
homeostasis. The CNS, on the other hand, is not immune to 
alterations that generate neurological disease, which may be 
brought on by latent viral infections, chronic, or aarte. Numerous 
viruses may infect resident cells in the CNS, including neurons. 
The nervous system detects changes in the environment that 
produces acute and then responds with the help of the endocrine 
system. The nervous system gets its name from nerves, which are 
cylindrical bundles of fiber (neuronal axons) that originates from 
the brain and spinal cord and branch out to innervate every part 
of the body. Nerves, which are cylindrical bundles of fiber (axons 
of neurons) arise from the brain and spinal cord and branch 
repeatedly to innervate every area of the body, are the foundation 
of the nervous system_P.31 
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Thedirectorindirectinfluenceofchemicalsontheneurological 
systems of people and animals is referred to as neurotoxicity; In 
humans. a variety of substances may cause neurotoxic illnesses. 
Although there may be a long delay between exposure and the 
emergence .of neurotoxic consequences, neurotoxicity is typically 
self-limiting when exposure ends and seldom progressive in the 
absence of ongoing exposure.141 

Types of Pesticides and their Drawbacks 

Herbiddes 

Herbicides may induce deformities by interfering with cell division, 
photosynthesis,andaminoacidproduction. Thehannfultherapeutic 
action of herbicides, as wel as the method of administration, have a 
significant impact on their prospective consequences.151 

Insecticides 
Insecticides have a variety of consequences. Some pesticides 
disturb the neurological system, while others destroy the 
exoskeletons of pests, repel insects. or manipulate humans in 
other manners. Due to these variables, each pesticide may offer 
a varying amount of danger to non-target insects, humans, pets, 
and the environment.161 
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